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1. INTRODUCTION

This document serves as a Selection Addendum to Archery Canada’s Recurve National Team Selection
Policy.

The purpose of this Addendum is to define the event specific criteria used by Archery Canada to select
the Recurve athletes, who will compete at the 2022 Pan American Championships.

For reference, the Recurve Canadian Selection Policy can be found under the following link:
https://archerycanada.ca/our-recurve-program/selection-processes/

2. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Team selection will be made pursuant to Archery Canada’s Recurve National Team Selection Policy, as
appropriate, and this Addendum. Eligibility requirements must be met as stated in the Selection Policy
and this Addendum.

3. SELECTION AUTHORITY

Under the guidance of the HPC, the National Recurve Coach is accountable to select athletes and staff, for
participation at events, in accordance with the Recurve Canadian Team Selection Policy and event specific
criteria.

https://archerycanada.ca/our-recurve-program/selection-processes/


4. SELECTION DETAILS

Selection Timeline

Selection for the 2022 Pan American Championships will be made following a Selection Camp and no later
than September 31st, 2022.

5. TEAM SIZE

The maximum number of recurve archers Canada can enter in the event is four athletes per gender.

6. DISCREPANCIES & AMENDMENTS

In the event of changes by World Archery (WA) to the selection and eligibility criteria, Archery Canada is
bound by these changes and will review and amend this document to comply with the new regulations or
conditions.

Archery Canada is carefully following the evolution of the coronavirus and other infectious diseases, on
the global and domestic level and how it may impact World Archery Events and/or domestic nomination
of athletes to compete at these events. Unless otherwise required by exceptional and unforeseen
circumstances related to the impact of these diseases, Archery Canada will respect this published
Selection Addendum as written.

However, situations related to the infectious disease may arise that require this Selection
Addendum to be modified. Any modifications will be made promptly and as often as required following
developments that directly impact the Selection Addendum. In such circumstances, any modifications will
be communicated to all affected individuals as soon as possible. Further, situations may arise that do not
allow this selection addendum to be modified or applied as written due to time constraints or other
exceptional and unforeseen circumstances. In such situations, any decision, including nomination
decisions, will be made by the individual(s) with decision-making authority, as stated in this selection
addendum, in consultation with the relevant individual(s) or committee(s) (as applicable), and in
accordance with the stated performance objectives and selection philosophy and approach as stated
herein. Should it be necessary to make any decision in this manner, Archery Canada will communicate
with all affected individuals as soon as possible.

7. TEAM SELECTION PROCEDURE – EVENT SPECIFIC CRITERIA

Selection will be made based on athlete performances at a Defined Competition (“Selection Camp”) using
the athletes combined Average Arrow Value (AAV).  Archery Canada will nominate the top four athletes
for participation at the event.

7a. Defined Competition
Performance will be measured across (2) performance indicators as follows:
1. Ranking Round AAV



2. Match Play AAV – Inclusive of both team and individual matches Selection points are
calculated as follows:
(Ranking Round Arrow Average) + (Match Play Arrow Average) = Selection Points
For AAV:

● Ranking Rounds: The AAV will be calculated by dividing the archers total score(s) in the
designated rounds by the appropriate number of scored arrows in the round.

● Match Play: The Match Play AAV will be calculated by dividing the archers total score by
the number of arrows in the designated rounds or drills.

7b. Injury or Illness
If an athlete is unable to compete at the selection camp due to injury or illness, Archery Canada
may nominate said athlete to participate as a member of the team.  To be nominated due to
injury or illness, an athlete must have demonstrated a level of performance in 2022, that would
have placed them among the top four athletes at the selection event.  Results strictly from
registered 720 rounds will not be considered sufficient to demonstrate a level of performance.
The athlete may be asked for documentation to support their status as injured or ill.  In such an
instance the fourth place finisher from the selection event will be nominated as a non-traveling
alternate.

8. PARTICIPATION IN THE DEFINED COMPETITION – SELECTION CAMP

Archery Canada may limit participation at the selection camp to 16 archers per gender due to the size
restrictions of the venue.  Athletes within the National Squad will be prioritized for participation.
Subsequent spots will be allocated to athletes who have registered for the event based on performances
during the 2022 season.

9. FEES AND LEVIES

Fee’s and levies for this event will be in alignment with the Archery Canada Recurve Levy Policy.  For
those athletes whom the Event Specific Levy is applicable, the cost of the levy will be $750.

Archers will be required to cover their own personal costs for the Selection Camp, including but not
limited to: Registration Fee, Travel, Accommodation, Meals, etc.

https://archerycanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Updated_Final_CardingLevyPolicy-1.pdf

